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Important to Remember
The information provided in this presentation is for

informational purposes only. Information is provided for
reference only and is not intended to provide
reimbursement or legal advice.
Laws, regulations, and policies concerning reimbursement
are complex and are updated frequently and should be
verified by the user. Please consult your legal counsel or
reimbursement specialist for any reimbursement or billing
questions.
You are responsible for ensuring that you appropriately and
correctly bill and code for any services for which you seek
payment. Oplinc does not guarantee the timeliness or
appropriateness of the information contained herein for
your particular use.
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MEDICARE EHR
PROGRAM
Meaningful Use (MU)

Meaningful Use Definition:
“Using certified EHR technology to
improve quality, safety, efficiency,
and reduce health disparities.”

www.cms.gov/ehrincentiveprograms/
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Meaningful Use Components
Use in a
meaningful
manner, such
as
e-prescribing

Use to submit
clinical quality
& other
measures

Use for
electronic
exchange of
health
information to
improve
quality of care

Eligible Professionals (EP) Incentive
Year of Eligibility

Maximum Amount Paid Each Year
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Total Paid

2011

$18,000

$12,000

$8,000

$4,000

$2,000

0

$44,000

2012

-

$18,000

$12,000

$8,000

$4,000

$2,000

$44,000

2013

-

-

$15,000

$12,000

$8,000

$4,000

$39,000

2014

-

-

-

$12,000

$8,000

$4,000

$24,000

2015

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

The maximum payment that a physician can receive is 75% of
the professional part B allowable charges you have submitted
to Medicare in the calendar year.
Physicians who practice in a health-care provider shortage
area receive an additional 10% of their qualifying amount.

Value Based Payment
Modifier Program & PQRS Penalties
Also Begin
www.cms.gov/EHRIncentivePrograms/Downloads/EHRIncentProgtimeline508_V1.pdf

Meaningful Use Stages

Data capture
and sharing

Quality
improvement
at point of
care,
electronic
exchange of
information

Improved
outcomes,
patient selfmanagement
tools

STAGE 3

STAGE 2
2017*
STAGE 1

2014

*Proposed Rule: www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2014-05-23/html/2014-11944.htm
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Stage of Meaningful Use - Proposed
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

1

1

2

2

2

3

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

1

1

2

2

3

3

TBD

TBD

TBD

1

1

2

2

3

3

TBD

TBD

1

1

2

2

3

3

TBD

1

1

2

2

3

3

1

1

2

2

3

1st
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

2017

www.cms.gov/EHRIncentivePrograms/
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http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Participation-Timeline.html

Growth in EHR Incentive Payments

Oncology providers receiving incentive payments increased from
8.6% in 2011 to 46.6% in 2012
http://am.asco.org/meaningful-use-implementation-ideal-versus-reality

EHR Reporting Period
 1st year of the program
• Must be using a certified EHR and
• Must demonstrate meaningful use over any consecutive
90-day period within the payment year (2011 or 2012)
 2nd year & beyond, reporting period is entire calendar

year*
 Penalties for non-meaningful users begin in 2015 :
• 1 % Medicare payment reduction in 2015
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* Exception for 2014 Reporting Period

2014 Edition Certified Electronic Health
Record Technology (CEHRT)
 The 2014 Edition EHR certification criteria support the changes

to the Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs, including
new and revised objectives and measures for Stages 1 and 2 of
MU.

 CEHRT would require EPs to have a Base EHR and additional

EHR technology necessary to meet the MU objectives and
measures for the stage of MU that they seek to meet and to
capture, calculate, and report clinical quality measures, but not
more than necessary to meet those objectives.

 A Base EHR would include such fundamental capabilities as the

ability to provide clinical decision support, to support physician
order entry, the capacity to exchange health information with
other sources, and the capacity to protect the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of health information stored and
exchanged.
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Special Reporting Period for 2014 Only
 Because all providers must upgrade or adopt newly certified

EHRs in 2014, all providers regardless of their stage of
meaningful use are only required to demonstrate meaningful use
for a three-month (or 90-day) EHR reporting period in 2014

 Medicare eligible professionals in their first year of meaningful

use may select any 90 day reporting period. Medicaid eligible
professionals can select any 90-day reporting period that falls
within the 2014 calendar year.
Medicare eligible professionals beyond their first year of
meaningful use must select a three-month reporting period
fixed to the quarter of the calendar year for eligible
professionals.
Providers must attest to these reporting periods no later than
February 28, 2015 at 12 am ET.
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Proposed Rule on CEHRT
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CEHRT Proposed Rule
 CMS and ONC invite the public to submit comments

on the proposed rule that would allow providers
participating in the EHR Incentive Programs to use the
2011 Edition or 2014 Edition of certified electronic
health record technology (CEHRT) for the 2014
reporting year.
 Comments must be received by July 21, 2014 to be
considered.

www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=CMS-2014-0064-0002
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Reporting Stage 1 in 2014
Using 2011 CHERT

Reporting Stage 1 in 2014
Using 2014 CHERT

Eligible Professionals

Eligible Professionals

Report 19 total objectives:
14 core objectives
5 of 10 menu objectives

Report 18 total objectives:
13 core objectives
5 of 9 menu objectives
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Changes for Stage 1 in 2014:
Patient Electronic Access
 Change: Addition of new core objective to provide

patients with ability to view online, download, and
transmit health information for all providers

 What It Means: Objectives for providing electronic

copies of and electronic access to health information
have been replaced with objectives to provide patients
the ability to view, download, or transmit their health
information or hospital admission information online
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http://www.cms.gov/eHealth/downloads/eHealthU_Stage1Changes.pdf

Changes for Stage 1 in 2014:
Record & Chart Changes in Vital Signs
 Change: Increase in age limit for recording blood

pressure in patients to age 3; removal of age limit
requirement for height and weight

 What It Means: In 2014, all providers must report

more than 50% of all unique patients seen by the
eligible professional or admitted to the eligible
hospital’s during the EHR reporting period have blood
pressure (for patients age 3 and over only) and height
and weight (for all ages) recorded as structured data.
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http://www.cms.gov/eHealth/downloads/eHealthU_Stage1Changes.pdf

Changes for Stage 1 in 2014:
Clinical Quality Measures
 Change: Removal of clinical quality measure (CQM)

as a separate core objective for Stage 1 for all
providers

 What It Means: Providers will no longer have to

meet or attest to this objective for the EHR Incentive
Programs, but are still required to report CQMS to
achieve meaningful use.
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http://www.cms.gov/eHealth/downloads/eHealthU_Stage1Changes.pdf

Stage 1 2014 – Using 2014 CEHRT
Core Set – Must Meet All 13
Computerized provider order
entry (CPOE)
9.
2. Drug-drug and drug-allergy
checks
10.
1.

3.

Maintain an up-to-date
problem list of current and
active diagnoses

vital signs

Record smoking status for
patients 13 years or older
Implement clinical decision
support

11. Provide patients with the

ability to view, download, or
transmit their health
information online

4.

E-Prescribing (eRx)

5.

Maintain active medication
list

12. Provide clinical summaries for

Maintain active medication
allergy list

13. Protect electronic health

6.
7.

Record demographics

8.

Record and chart changes in

patients for each office visit
information
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Stage 1 2014 - Using 2014 CEHRT
Menu Set – Must Select and Meet 5
1.

Implement drug formulary checks.

2.

Incorporate clinical lab-test results into EHR as structured data.

3.

Generate lists of patients by specific conditions to use for quality improvement, reduction of
disparities, research, or outreach.

4.

Send patient reminders per patient preference for preventive/follow-up care.

5.

Use certified EHR technology to identify patient-specific education resources and provide
those resources to the patient if appropriate.

6.

The EP who receives a patient from another setting of care or provider of care or believes
an encounter is relevant should perform medication reconciliation.

7.

The EP who transitions their patient to another setting of care or provider of care or refers
their patient to another provider of care should provide summary care record for each
transition of care or referral.

8.

Capability to submit electronic data to immunization registries or immunization information
systems and actual submission according to applicable law and practice.

9.

Capability to submit electronic syndromic surveillance data to public health agencies and
actual submission according to applicable law and practice.
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www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Downloads/EP_MU_TableOfContents.pdf

Stage 2 2014:
Core Set – Must Meet All 17
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Computerized physician order entry for 11. Generate lists of patients by specific
medication, lab and radiology orders
conditions to use for quality
improvement, reduction of disparities,
Prescribe electronically
research or outreach
Record patient demographics
12. Set patient reminders for preventive &
Record & chart vital signs
follow-up care
Record smoking status
13. Identify patient-specific education
resources
Use clinical decision support
Provide patients the ability to view
online, download and transmit their
health information

14. Perform medication reconciliation

8.

Provide clinical summaries for patients

16. Submit electronic data to immunization

9.

Protect electronic health information
created or maintained by the CEHRT

7.

10. Incorporate clinical lab results into EHR

15. Provide summary of care records for

referrals & care transitions

registries

17. Use secure electronic messaging to

communicate with patients on relevant
health information

23
www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Downloads/Stage2Overview_Tipsheet.pdf

Stage 2:
Menu Set – Must Select & Meet 3
1.

Submit electronic syndromic surveillance data to public health
agencies

2.

Record electronic notes in patient records

3.

Imaging results accessible through CEHRT

4.

Record patient family health history

5.

Report cancer cases to a public health central cancer registry

6.

Report specific cases to a specialized registry (other than a
cancer registry)

There are exclusions provided for some of these menu objectives, but you
cannot select a menu objective and claim the exclusion if there are other
menu objectives that you could report on instead.
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www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Downloads/Stage2Overview_Tipsheet.pdf

Clinical Quality Measures (CQMs) –
Stage 2
 EPs must report 9 out of 64 CQMs across 3 of the

following National Quality Strategy (NQS) domains:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Patient and Family Engagement
Patient Safety
Care Coordination
Population/Public Health
Efficient Use of Healthcare Resources
Clinical Process/Effectiveness

 CQMs may be reported electronically, or via

attestation.

25

www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Stage_2.html

Oncology Specific CQMs – Stage 2

26

http://am.asco.org/meaningful-use-implementation-ideal-versus-reality

CQM Reporting Options for EPs in 2014
Include:
 Options that only apply for the EHR Incentive Program
• Option 1: Attest to CQMs through the EHR Registration &
Attestation System
• Option 2: eReport CQMs through Physician Quality
Reporting System (PQRS) Portal

 Options that Align with Other Quality Programs
• Option 3: Report individual eligible professionals’ CQMs
through PQRS Portal
• Option 4: Report group’s CQMs through PQRS Portal
• Option 5: Report group’s CQMs through Pioneer ACO
participation or Comprehensive Primary Care Initiative
participation
27

www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/2014_ClinicalQualityMeasures.html

EHR Based PQRS Reporting and the
CQMs for EHR Incentive Program
 EPs can earn a 2014 PQRS incentive and avoid the 2016 PQRS payment

adjustment by meeting the following criteria for satisfactory reporting:

1. Using a direct EHR product that is Certified EHR Technology
(CEHRT) or EHR data submission vendor that is CEHRT, report on
at least 9 measures covering 3 National Quality Strategy (NQS)
domains If the EP’s CEHRT does not contain patient data for at
least 9 measures covering at least 3 domains, then the EP must
report the measures for which there is Medicare patient data. An
EP must report on at least 1 measure for which there is Medicare
patient data.
 If an EP satisfactorily reports for 2014 PQRS using the EHR-based

reporting option, (s)he will also satisfy the CQM component of the EHR
Incentive program; however, EPs will still be required to meet the other
Meaningful Use objectives through the Medicare EHR Incentive Program
Registration and Attestation System.
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NEW: Qualified Clinical Data Registry
(QCDR)
 A QCDR is a CMS-approved entity (such as a registry, certification board,

collaborative, etc.) that collects medical and/or clinical data for the
purpose of patient and disease tracking to foster improvement in the
quality of care furnished to patients.

 Unlike a qualified registry, a QCDR is not limited to PQRS measures.
 Individual EPs are able to satisfactorily participate in a QCDR for

purposes of meeting the electronic clinical quality measure (eCQM)
reporting component of meaningful use for the 2014 Medicare EHR
Incentive Program.

 However, you have to use a certified EHR system and meet other
reporting/formatting requirements in the Stage 2 MU rule.

www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-Assessment-Instruments/PQRS/
Downloads/2014_QualifiedClinicalDataRegistry_MadeSimple.pdf
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CMS Designated QCDRs - 2014
 A list of CMS-designated QCDRs is available on the CMS PQRS website

and includes:

• Oncology Nursing Society Quality Improvement Registry in collaboration with
CECity
• Oncology Quality Improvement Collaborative (The US Oncology Network,
McKesson Specialty Health, Quality in Health Care Advisory Group, LLC (QHC
Advisory Group), CECity)
• Quality Oncology Practice Initiative (QOPI)

 The QCDR list includes the following information:
•
•
•
•

QCDR name
Contact information
Cost information
Measures the QCDR has been approved to report

www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-AssessmentInstruments/PQRS/Downloads/2014QCDRPosting.pdf
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2014 Physician Quality Reporting
System QCDRs

www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-AssessmentInstruments/PQRS/Downloads/2014QCDRPosting.pdf
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ASCO’s Quality Oncology Practice
Initiative (QOPI ®)
QOPI is now an approved Registry for PQRS reporting,
with reporting offered in Fall 2014
QOPI® 2014 QCDR Measures
http://qopi.asco.org/Documents/QOPIQCDR2014.pdf

Join ASCO’s QOPI webinar:
Monday, June 30 from 12:00-1:00 PM EST
http://qopi.asco.org/QOPI-QCP-Quarterly-Webinars.html
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ASCO’s Quality Oncology Practice
Initiative (QOPI ®)
Category

Method

Measures

Counts for

Comments

PQRS – QCDR
(Qualified
Clinical Data
Registry)

eQOPI – batch upload
of structured data
(50% of all eligible
cases)

20

3 measures – avoid 2%
penalty
9 measures – receive .5%
incentive

Cost
ASCO members $200
Non-members $275
10 or more members : $175
per member/$200 per nonmember
20 or more members: $150
per member/$175 per nonmember

PQRS
Oncology
Measures
Group

Manual chart review –
individual cases
(20 cases per eligible
provider(physician),
majority Medicare
FFS)

8

PQRS reporting to receive
incentive payment and avoid
2% penalty

Cost
See QCDR
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http://qopi.asco.org/QOPI-QCP-Quarterly-Webinars.html

Getting Started in the
EHR Incentive Program
 Obtain a National Provider Identifier (NPI)
 Be enrolled in the CMS Provider Enrollment,
Chain, and Ownership System (PECOS)
 Register for the incentive program online
 Adopt and use a certified EHR
 Meaningfully use the certified EHR to report
certain measurements in order to achieve

certain health objectives for a designated
reporting period
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Register for the Incentive Program
 Go to https://ehrincentives.cms.gov

 Click “Continue” until you reach the login screen,
 Enter your National Plan and Provider Enumeration

System (NPPES) Web server account user ID and
password
 Click on the “Registration” tab to begin the online
registration process, and to select the Medicare or
Medicaid incentive program
 You do not have to be using a certified EHR to begin
the registration process but you must be using one to
receive the incentive payment
35

Obtain Your CMS EHR Certification ID

36

http://oncchpl.force.com/ehrcert

Obtain Your CMS EHR Certification ID
http://oncchpl.force.com/ehrcert
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Search for your IT products

38

Add the product(s) to your cart

39

Click:
“Get CMS EHR Certification ID”

40

Receive Certification ID

41

Example of Criteria Not Met

42
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www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Getting_Started.html

Report & Attest
 To receive the incentive payment for a given year, you must “attest”

that you meet the criteria.

 If you are participating in the Medicare EHR Incentive Program for the

first time in 2014, you should begin your 90-day reporting period no
later than July 1, 2014 and submit attestation by October 1, 2014
in order to avoid the payment adjustment in 2015.

 If you participated and attested last year the reporting period ends on

December 31, 2014 and you must submit attestation by March 31,
2015.

 The CMS Meaningful Use Calculator can be used to test whether you

are likely to meet the Meaningful Use requirements.

44
www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/downloads/EP_Attestation_User_Guide.pdf

www.cms.gov/apps/stage-1-meaningful-use-attestation-calculator/

www.cms.gov/apps/stage-2-meaningful-use-attestation-calculator/

Attestation
When you are ready to attest:
Log in to the registration site
www.cms.gov/Regulations-andGuidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/
RegistrationandAttestation.html
1. Click on the “Attestation” tab
2. You will be asked to confirm each of the listed

criteria entering “Yes,” “No,” or “Exclusion (when
allowed),” or to enter denominator/numerator codes
47

EHR Penalties

The payment adjustment is 1% per year and is cumulative for every year that an eligible
professional is not a meaningful user. Depending on the total number of Medicare eligible
professionals who are meaningful users under the EHR Incentive Programs after 2018,
the maximum cumulative payment adjustment can reach as high as 5%.
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Avoid the 2015 EHR Penalty
 EPs may avoid the 2015 EHR penalty by being
a successful meaningful user in 2013, or
 By first meeting meaningful use in 2014
• Must demonstrate meaningful use 3 months
prior to end of calendar year (90-day period
must start no later than July 3) and
• Must register and attest by October 1, 2014, or

 Register & qualify for payment adjustment
exception
49

www.ofr.gov/OFRUpload/OFRData/2012-04443_PI.pdf

Timeline to Avoid Payment Adjustments

50
www.cms.gov/Regulations-andGuidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Downloads/PaymentAdj_HardshipExcepTipSheetforEP.pdf

Payment Adjustment Exceptions
 Infrastructure: EPs must demonstrate they are in an area without

sufficient internet access or face insurmountable barriers to obtaining
infrastructure (e.g., lack of broadband).

 New EPs: Newly practicing EPs who would not have had time to become
meaningful users can apply for a 2-year limited exception to payment
adjustments.

 Unforeseen Circumstances: Examples may include a natural disaster or
other unforeseeable barrier.
 Patient Interaction:
• Lack of face-to-face or telemedicine interaction with patient

• Lack of follow-up need with patients
 Practice at Multiple Locations: Lack of control over availability of CEHRT
for more than 50% of patient encounters
 2014 EHR Vendor Issues: The EP’s EHR vendor was unable to obtain
2014 certification or the EP was unable to implement meaningful use
due to 2014 EHR certification delays.
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Payments
 Payments to Medicare EPs will be made to the

taxpayer identification number (TIN) selected at
the time of registration, through the same
channels their claims payments are made.
 The form of payment (electronic funds transfer or
check) will be the same as claims payments.
 Payment is made to the individual EP on a per EP
basis
• Each EP must meet the Meaningful Use
requirements
52

Regional Extension Centers Provide
Assistance
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www.healthit.gov/providers-professionals/regional-extension-centers-recs

Appeals
Contractor: Provider Resources, Inc. (PRI)
Request an appeal by contacting the CMS Office of
Clinical Standards and Quality Appeals Support Center
at OCSQAppeals@provider-resources.com
or (855) 796-1515

www.cms.gov/Medicare/Quality-Initiatives-Patient-AssessmentInstruments/QualityMeasures/EHRIncentiveProgramAppeals.html
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Meaningful Use Audits
Pre and post payment MU audits performed by:
Figliozzi and Company www.figliozzi.com
Questions: Peter Figliozzi (516) 745-6400 x302
pfigliozzi@figliozzi.com
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Don’t Overlook EHR MU Audit Letters
 Initial request letters will be sent to providers selected

for an audit
 The request letter will be sent electronically by Figliozzi
and Company from a CMS email address to the email
address provided during registration for the EHR
Incentive Program
 The initial review process will be conducted using
information provided in response to the request letter
 Additional information may be needed during or after

the initial review process
 Providers selected for the audits have two weeks to
submit their documentation

56
www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Downloads/EHR_SupportingDocumentation_Audits.pdf

Supporting Documents
Requested documents fall into 3 categories:
Proof that the EHR system used to meet meaningful use is
certified.

Documentation that quality measure, core, and menu objectives
were accurate.

Proof that a security risk assessment was conducted and a
corrective action plan has been drafted.
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EHR MU Audit Process
 On-site review at the provider’s location may follow
• A demonstration of the EHR system may be required
during the on-site review
 If the provider is found to be ineligible for an EHR

incentive payment, the payment will be recouped
 Contact CMS EHR Information 888-734-6433, for
questions on how to file appeals and the status of any
pending appeals
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www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Downloads/EHR_SupportingDocumentation_Audits.pdf

Resources to Prepare for MU Audits
Documentation to support attestation data for MU objectives &
clinical quality measures should be saved for 6 years postattestation
Remember: Not all systems allow for printing of documentation
once a reporting period is closed so you may want to print it and
file it in case of an audit. Talk to your vendor!
CMS Resources:
Supporting Documentation for EHR Audits
Sample audit request letter for EPs
CMS FAQ with MU Audit Documentation Tips
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Source Document
At minimum the summary document should include:

The numerators & denominators for the measures

The time period the report covers
Evidence to support that is was generated for that
EP (identified by National Provider Identifier (NPI),
provider name, practice name etc.)
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CMS EHR MU Audit Tips
 Be sure to enter accurate numbers when you attest to

meaningful use of an EHR.

 Know that dated screen shots provide a good source of

documentation.

 Turn on, for the entire reporting period, EHR features that track

functionality issues, such as drug interaction checks and clinical
decision support.

 Understand that the security risk analysis must be specific to the

EHR and the practice and is required every year.

 Direct all audit questions directly to Figliozzi and Co., the certified

public accountant firm selected by CMS to conduct the audits, for
faster response time.
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https://questions.cms.gov/faq.php?faqId=7711

CMS FAQs on EHR MU Audits
 Drug-Drug/Drug-Allergy Interaction Checks and Clinical Decision

Support – Proof that the functionality is available, enabled, and
active in the system for the duration of the EHR reporting period.

 Electronic Exchange of Clinical Information – Screenshots from

the EHR system or other documentation that document a test
exchange of key clinical information (successful or unsuccessful)
with another provider of care. Alternately, a letter or email from
the receiving provider confirming the exchange, including specific
information such as the date of the exchange, name of providers,
and whether the test was successful.

 Protect Electronic Health Information – Proof that a security risk

analysis of the certified EHR technology was performed prior to
the end of the reporting period (e.g., report which documents
the procedures performed during the analysis and the results).
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https://questions.cms.gov/faq.php?faqId=7711

CMS FAQs on EHR MU Audits
 Drug Formulary Checks – Proof that the functionality is available,

enabled, and active in the system for the duration of the EHR
reporting period.

 Immunization Registries Data Submission, Reportable Lab Results

to Public Health Agencies, and Syndromic Surveillance Data
Submission– Screenshots from the EHR system or other
documentation that document a test submission to the registry
or public health agency (successful or unsuccessful). Alternately,
a letter or email from registry or public health agency confirming
the receipt (or failure of receipt) of the submitted data, including
the date of the submission, name of parties involved, and
whether the test was successful.

 Exclusions – Documentation to support each exclusion to a

measure claimed by the provider.
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https://questions.cms.gov/faq.php?faqId=7711

Sponsored By
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